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4.7 THE METALWORK by S P Needham, with contributions from PT Craddock, M Leese, K Matthews 
and R F Tylecote 

4. 7 .I Introduction 

The unusual circumstance of having recovered a large assemblage of bronze metalwork from a setdement 
under excavation provided an opportunity for understanding Late Bronze Age metalworking in context. An 
interdisciplinary study was launched to investigate typology, object fragmentation, context, metal 
composition and structure; some of the main findings were then subjected to statistical analysis. Although 
much of the detailed work is relevant to the Late Bronze Age phase at Petters and its wider background, the 
constraints of the site report precluded its inclusion wholesale. Consequently the specialist reports presented 
here are a broad summary of the more important aspects of the overall study, which will be published 
independently (Needham et al forthcoming). 

The metalwork at Petters falls into three contextual groups (Table 2), all of them closely interrelated on 
stratigraphical grounds. The hoard, comprising 78 objects, was recovered as two discrete caches side by side 
at the same level in the ditch. They could have been placed directly in separate small pits or been enclosed in 
separate organic bags. The third group comprises nine pieces of metalwork encountered amongst occupation 
debris. In fact eight of these are concentrated at the terminal of the ditch and in a single horizon close to the 
layer 112 boundary, the level at which the hoard caches were inserted. 

Table 2: Summary Catalogue of the Bronze Age Metalwork 

Small finds Alloy Metal 
Object type Class Context No. Weight type group 

(joins) (gm) 

Settlement Contexts 

ingot F117.I 4 I1.8 I X 

socketed axe A F117.2 6 57.5 3 X 

socketed axe (B,C) Fll7.2 7 13.0 2b z 
socketed axe (B,C) Fl17.2 8 2.6 2a X 

ingot F117.2 9 I8.0 I y 

ingot F117.2 IO I6.6 I y 

socketed axe (A) Fl17.2 11 I2.2 3 y 

pin F117.2 I2 1.2 not analysed 

ingot F409.I 96 21.2 I y 

Hoard- cache Fl28 

socketed axe AI FI28 13 302.2 2b X 

socketed axe B2 I4 374.8 2a X 

sword B2 I5 132.8 2b X 

sword B2 I6 98.6 2a y 

sword B4 I7 78.5 2a X 

socketed axe DI I8 I60.2 2a z 
socketed axe DI I9 212.6 2b X 

socketed axe D3 20 46.5 2b X 

socketed axe D2 2I 58.2 2b X 

socketed axe AI 22 209.I 3 X 

knife 23 58.I 2b X 

socketed axe B(2) 24 25.5 2b X 
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socketed axe Al 25 200.5 2b X 

socketed axe B3 26 305.2 2b X 

socketed axe Bl 27 262.5 2a X 

socketed axe B5 28 310.8 2b X 

socketed axe Cl 29 385.3 2b X 

chape 30 25.2 2b X 

socketed axe Cl 31 417.7 2b X 

socketed axe 32 54.6 2b X 

bracelet 33 30.1 2a X 

gouge 34 77.0 2b X 

spearhead 35(75) 70.2 2b X 

bugle 36 39.5 2b X 

sword Bl 37 136.3 2a X 

sword B2 38 121.4 2a X 

sword Bl 39 79.3 2a X 

sword c 40 32.6 2b X 

sword A 41 101.3 2b X 

sword A 42 111.1 2b X 

sword A 43 68.2 2b X 

sword A 44 35.9 2b X 

sword A 45 66.8 2b y 

Hoard - cache F 129 

jet F129 46 89.3 2b X 

socketed axe C3 47 60.9 2b X 

knife 48 18.2 2b X 

sheet 49 7.0 not analysed 

spearhead 50 22.1 2a X 

waste 51 29.1 2b X 

strap cauldron 52 41.4 3 y 

sword B 53 17.3 2b X 

socketed axe A2 54 163.0 3 y 

socketed axe B4 55 319.9 2b X 

socketed axe B2 56 410.5 2b X 

socketed axe C2 57 74.5 2a X 

socketed axe (A) 58 32.3 2b X 

socketed axe B2 59 36.2 2b X 

socketed axe (A) 60 27.4 3 y 

socketed axe B(2) 61 15.3 2b X 

socketed axe (A) 62 29.3 3 y 
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socketed axe 63 7.1 2b X 

socketed axe (A) 64 111.8 2b X 

socketed axe D 65 94.2 2b X 

sword A 66 44.5 2b X 

sword A 67 39.6 2b X 

sword A 68 84.5 2a X 

sword A 69 81.3 2b X 

knife 70 23.0 2a y 

sword A 71 59.4 2a X 

sword A 72 56.4 2b X 

sword B3 73 66.7 2b z 
sword B3 74 77.8 2b X 

spearhead 75(35) 41.0 2b X 

ferrule 76 16.9 2b X 

gouge 77 98.0 2b X 

knife 78 30.6 2b X 

knife 79 10.8 2b X 

knife 80 12.5 2a X 

sickle socketed 81 60.4 2b X 

strap cauldron 82 17.9 3 y 

handle vessel 83 45.5 2b X 

base-plate bucket 84 27.9 3 z 
spearhead 85 6.2 2a X 

thick plate 86 45.1 2b X 

sickle Minnis Bay 87(89) 14.6 3 X 

plate riveted 88 10.5 2b X 

sickle Minnis Bay 89(87) 11.2 3 X 

jet 90 25.5 2b X 

4. 7.2 Preservation 

The state of preservation of the bronze metalwork from the site is very good. Most of the pieces in the hoard 
retain a fine shiny patina in which a considerable amount of surface evidence relating to ancient treatment is 
preserved. Added to these favourable aspects is the fact that the hoard was excavated from a sealed context, 
undisturbed since its abandonment, which means that we may have unusually good confidence in the 
assessment of working techniques, states of wear and damage, including that caused by scrapping. Unlike 
the vast majority of hoards, found casually, fractures and dents on the Petters bronze are known certainly to 
result from Late Bronze Age activities rather than modem damage at the time of discovery, or subsequently. 

The surface condition of the bronzes, both from the hoard and occupation contexts, is reasonably 
consistent. A general description of the range of colour in the patination and of the limited corrosion 
products will obviate the need for repetitive individual descriptions in all but exceptional cases. Dominant 
coloration of patinas is in shades of olive and greyish green (Munsell 7.5Y 4/2-4, lOY 4/4, 2.5GY 4/2-4, 5GY 
3-4/2-4, 7.5GY 5/2-4); occasionally these merge into browner shades (5Y 3-4/2, 7.5Y 3/2, lOY 3/2, 2.5GY 
3/2), deep rich greens (2.5G 3/4), 'milky' greens (2.5G 4-7/2-4), or even near black (IOY 2.5/1, 2.5G 2.5/2). A 
number of objects have substantial gold-coloured patches little altered from the original bronze metal (lOY 
9/4, 2.5Y 7/4, 2.5Y 8-9/2-45Y 5/6), in some cases having a silvery tinge perhaps resulting from the tin or lead 
content. 
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Corrosion, apart from patination, is generally very limited if present, seldom comprising more than a light 
scatter of spots. The spots are normally brightish greens (lOGY 6/6, 2.5G 7-8/4-6, 7.5G 7-9/2-4), or 
occasionally maroon (7.5R 4/4, 10R 4/4). One piece (4) has corroded edges of an exceptional grey hue (lOYR 
4/1). 

4.7.3 THE IMMEDIATE ENVIRONMENT OF THE HOARD by R F Tylecote 

The objects had a dark discoloration in the soil surrounding them which may result from the chemical 
reaction of the bronze with its enveloping silt. The conditions were not conducive to the preservation of bone 
or similar organic remains which suggests some degree of acidity which is in keeping with the general 
characteristics of the subsoil which is a flood plain gravel and a brick-earth of Taplow Age. The site is about 
400m from the river Thames. Soil samples were taken to ascertain the depositional environment of the 
hoard. 

Three samples were taken, one from the subsoil and the other two from the ditch in which the hoard was 
found. The results are remarkably similar (Table 3). All are somewhat acidic, sample C being more acidic 
than the other two. The chloride, nitrate and the sulphate levels are high for a sand/ballast type of soil which 
has particles of 0.05-2mm size range and is normally well drained; comparisons are shown in Table 3. 

The relatively high chloride levels by themselves without the additional acidity would be expected to be 
detrimental but with the additional high sulphate content and the almost certain presence of sulphate 
reducing bacteria one would expect an aggressive soil (Tylecote 1979). 

The procedure in carrying out these soil analyses was to determine the moisture content as weight loss 
after drying for four hours at 100°C and to determine also the of ignition at l000°C for four hours as well 
as carrying out an analysis on a water extract of the soil sample. For all three samples it was found that 
explosive fragmentation of the small stones which comprised a large part of the 'soil' took place at 
temperatures above 350°C and it was, therefore, impossible to determine weight loss on ignition. 

Table 3 gives the moisture contents and the analyses of the aqueous extracts. Since all three samples were 
very heterogeneous the whole sample was used in each case to prepare the aqueous extract, taking 5 ml water 
per gram of soil sample, shaking well, allowing to settle and filtering. 

The different methods of soil analysis used make comparison with the previously studied soils difficult 
(Tylecote 1979). But clearly, this soil is one of the most acid soils so far tested outside the peaty soils. In 
comparison with the previous soils, sulphateS is similar (0.002% cf 0.01%). Chloride was not examined in 
the previous series. 

Table 3: Analyses of soil samples from Petters Sports Field, Egham, Surrey 

PETTERS SPORTS PETTERS SPORTS 
TEST FIELD 

SUBSOIL 

(CM 232/A) 

Moisture, 110°C/4 hours, (%) 6.76; 7.22 
Ignition loss, 1000°C/4 hours, (%) * 

Soil Extracts (Aqueous): 
Concentration of prepared extracts 1261g soil + 

6300ml water 

pH 5.9 
Bicarbonate alkalinity 

(as mg/1 CaC03) 20.0 
Calcium (mg/1) 0.14 
Magnesium (mg/1) 0.40 
Chloride (mg/1) 7.5 
Sulphate (mg/1) 20.0 
Phosphate (mg/1) 2.4 
Nitrate (mg/1) 2.0 
Nitrite (mg/1) N.D. 
Saline ammonia (mg/1) N.D. 
Soluble silica (mg/1) 0.88 

* Explosive fragmentation of samples at temperatures > 350°C 
N.D. = Not detected. 

FIELD 
II 

(CM 232/B) 

8.94; 8.33 

* 

704g soil + 
3520mf water 

5.8 

20.0 
0.07 
0.41 
7.5 

25.0 
2.3 
1.8 

N.D. 
N.D. 

1.88 

PETTERS SPORTS 
FIELD 

Ill 

(CM 232/C) 

9.34; 8.72 

* 

660g soil+ 
3300ml water 

5.2 

20.0 
0.09 
0.32 
5.0 

20.0 
2.6 
2.0 

N.D. 
N.D. 

1.0 
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Fig 28 Class B axes (56, 61, 59, 24, 14). Scale% 
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Fig 29 Class B axes (28, 55); class C axe (47) and the as-found position of knife blade fragment (48) and sheet fragment (49). 
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Fig 31 Class D axes (18, 20, 65, 21, 19). Scale 2/3 
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Fig 32 Unclassified axe fragments (32, 64, 8, 7, 63); socketed knives (23, 78, 79, 80) and knife blade fragments (70, 48). 
Scale 213 
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Fig 33 Minnis Bay type sickle (87/89); socketed sickle (81); socketed gouges (34, 77). Scale 2h 
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Fig 34 Class A swords: hilt fragments (66, 67, 68), blade fragments (72, 71, 41, 44, 43, 45, 69, 42). Scale 21! 
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Fig 35 Class B swords: hilt fragments (39, 15), blade fragments (16, 73, 74, 38, 37). Scale 213 
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Fig 36 Class B swords (17, 53); class C sword (40); spearheads (35/75, SO, 85). Scale 2;3 
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Fig 37 Fittings and ornaments: ferrule (76); chape (30); bugle-shaped attachment (36); bracelet (33); pin (12); riveted plate (88). 
Scale 2/3 
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Fig 38 Vessel components: cauldron strap handles (52, 82); sheet fragment ( 49); ring-handle (83); bucket base plate (84). 
Scale 2/3 
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Fig 39 Metalworking debris: thick plate (86); single-feeder casting jet (90); twin-feeder casting jet (46) and reconstruction of 
assembled mould unit and its orientation: copper lumps (9, 96, 4, 10); bronze lump (51). Scale ¥3 
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The vast majority of the Petters bronzes can be identified as established types defined to some degree in the 
past literature. Existing classifications, however, have generally only dealt with the basic morphological 
attributes relating for example either to hafting technology (eg tanged or socketed knives) or to broad 
regional styles (eg south-eastern socketed axes). While obvious refinements based on decoration or other 
stylistic features have often been applied, the lack of any corpora for virtually all Late Bronze Age types in 
southern Britain has undoubtedly precluded the recognition of internal variability of a more subtle nature, 
which might potentially have roots in local metalworking schools. Within a hoard of the size seen at Petters 
such variations could have important implications when considered in conjunction with metal composition 
and condition. For this reason, wherever viable in terms of numbers represented, typological classification 
has been taken to two or three successive hierarchical levels. At the broadest level different classes denote the 
generally acknowledged types of a particular implement form. Classes are subdivided into styles according to 
decoration variants, or the morphology of major features (eg the collar of a socketed axe) as appropriate. 
Finally, an attempt may be made where feasible to identify distinct models within a style; for the present 
purposes a model is defined as comprising objects so similar that they must have come either from the same 
mould, or from the same pattern at one or more removes. 

SOCKETED AXES (figs 25-32, pl 8) 

The complete socketed axes, and substantial fragments, fall into four distinct classes, while smaller 
fragments with diagnostic features may be readily accommodated in this classification. Four fragments are 
left totally unclassified (fig 32: 8, 7, 32, 63). 

Class A - South-eastern type 

The 'south-eastern' type was first defined Butler (1963, 84); it is characterised by a double 
mouth-moulding, of which the upper moulding is the more prominent, while the lower gives rise to a loop on 
one side of the body. Body sections are sub-rectangular, with more or less angular corners . The socket 
presents a similar cross-section from the mouth downwards narrowing in profile to a fairly sharp end. The 
body runs parallel or slightly flared for most of its length, expanding more or less rapidly close to the cutting 
edge according to the degree of edge preparation. 

AI Plain 

Three of the Petters examples (figs 25 & 26: 13, 22, 25) and almost certainly a fourth from occupation 
deposits (6) (fig 25), are undecorated as are the majority of the south-eastern type. None of them issue from 
the same mould and they show a variability in detail which is typical of the class at large. 

A2 Pellet-decorated 

Only one class A example bears any decoration (fig 26: 54). This takes the form of a single pellet in relief 
placed in the centre of either face just below the mouth-moulding. This is one of a few recurrent, though not 
particularly common, decorative devices found on axes with the 'south-eastern' body form. 

Probable Class A fragments 

The double mouth-mouldings evident on four mouth fragments (figs 25 & 26: 11, 58, 60, 62) might be 
appropriate to either class A or B. Three (58, 60, 62) have part of one face preserved, with no evidence for 
either a rib-emphasised body angle or any inset ribbing, and may therefore be ascribed to class A with 
reasonable confidence. 

One blade half of a socketed axe (fig 32: 64) has slightly expanded blade tips and a moderately narrow body 
at the break. It has a sub-rectangular body section comparable to classes A and B. This body is narrower than 
the class B axes in the hoard and is a typical but smaller example of such, it would be expected to retain the 
very bottoms of the facial ribs. As there is no evidence of decoration, the piece is more likely to belong to 
class A. 

Discussion 

The south-eastern type in England undoubtedly belongs to a wider family of socketed axes which extends 
across northern France and the Low Countries. The family has in common a basic form and a certain range 
of decorative motifs, the frequency of which may vary somewhat from region to region. 

South-eastern axes are almost exclusively found in Ewart Park/Carps Tongue contexts here, or in 
equivalent Bronze Final Ill hoards in France. Schmidt & Burgess emphasise that there are no examples in 
Wilburton contexts, but suggest that their Isle of Harty and Beddlestead variants belong early in Ewart Park 
(1981, 216) . No progress has, however, been made in seriating the great majority of south-eastern axes. 
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Broad loops on two of the plain class A Petters axes match those on the Sompting type and might therefore 
point to a late development within Ewart Park influenced by, or anticipating that type. 

Class B -Southern English ribbed axes 

Socketed axes ornamented with three or more longitudinal ribs on either face are a frequent component of 
Ewart Park phase hoards in England and Wales. Excluding the distinctive and well-established regional 
types of Yorkshire in the north (Schmidt & Burgess 1981, 223--29), and Stogursey in the south-west 
(Needham 1981, 39, fig 10), there remains an abundance of other styles in central and southern England, the 
classification of which has received scant attention in the published literature. 

Although these ribbed axes normally have the double mouth-mouldings and body proportions of the 
south-eastern type, certain subtle differences allow them to be differentiated as a separate type, here called 
class B. In general terms ribbed axes have broader bodies, or more rectangular body sections sometimes with 
rib-emphasised angles, than their class A counterparts. 

Bl Six-ribbed 

One axe (fig 27: 27) stands apart from the other ribbed axes in the hoard in having an even number of ribs. 
These fade out about halfway down the body. The two outermost ribs run along the body angles giving it a 
crisp rectangular section with only minimal bowing of the sides. 

This axe is slightly unusual in the ribbed series, but good parallels for the set of features described may be 
found, notably at Cranleigh, Surrey (Phillips 1%7, 17), or in the Watford hoard (Coombs 1979, 198 fig 11.1 
nos 3 & 4). 

B2 Five-ribbed and trumpet-moulded 

This sub-type is represented by up to five pieces, three of them small fragments. Two essentially complete 
examples (fig 28: 14 & 56, pl 8) provide the full range of defining features. The mouth-moulding is 
effectively a single collar with a sloped top, a concave underside and a lower edge defined by a slight step to 
the body. Descending from this step are five thin ribs, more or less equally spaced and extending some half 
way down the body. The two outermost ribs on either face emphasise the angles of a hexagonal sectioned 
body. The sides of the body expand steadily to the cutting edge with minimal concavity, loops are placed 
low, starting just below the collar, and have an asymmetric oval section. The socket tapers in profile to a 
narrow but blunt end. 

There is such a close comparison between these two axes in their general proportions and the positioning 
of loop, mouth moulding and ribs, that they must derive from the same pattern. Three fragments may be 
assigned to style B2 with more or less confidence (24, 59, 61) (fig 28). 

Plate 8 The two sibling class B2 axes (14, 56) showing identical minor characteristics in the ribbing. Axe 14 (left) was not fully cast at 
the mouth and the casting flash has not been fettled. Axe 56 has been fettled and the lower blade begun to be sharpened. Scale 
2/3 
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B3 Three-ribbed and trumpet-moulded 

This style represented by just one axe (fig 27: 26) has much in common with B2. The moulding is of the same 
form, prominent and rounded with deep concave underside ending in a slight step. The body expands very 
gradually except close to the blade tips. It differs from B2 in two main respects: firstly the faces feature only 
three clear ribs; the outer two which would run along the body angles are lacking. Secondly, the loop is 
placed higher, springing from the concave underside of the mouth moulding. In cross-section the body 
angles are a little rounded, the faces flat and the sides a little bowed. Like B2, the socket end is blunt in 
profile, but the mouth has rather more rounded corners. 

B4 and 5. Three-ribbed and double-moulded 

Two axes (fig 29: 28 & 55) are united by having three vertical ribs descending from the ubiquitous double 
mouth-moulding form. However, in body proportions and minor characteristics the two are quite distinct. 

B4 One axe (55) has moderately spaced mouth-mouldings, of which the lower one is rib-like. The body 
has a moderate flare, expanding more rapidly towards the blade tips. In cross-section it is sub-rectangular 
with more bowed faces than on any of the other ribbed axes from Petters. The loop is of average breadth and 
in the usual low position for the class. The socket end is narrow in profile but not sharp. 

B5 Axe 28 (fig 29) differs from 55, and from class B as a whole, in several fundamental ways. The two 
mouth-mouldings are closely set and consequently less deep than usual. This means that the loop, although 
still springing from the lower moulding is relatively high on the side. More diagnostically it has a distinctive 
waisted shape in side view expanding towards substantial footings. These features together are very 
reminiscent of Stogursey type axes (class C below) and this comparison extends to other aspects of form: the 
body is parallel for most of its length and its section, up to and including the mouth, is a much narrower 
rectangle than found in class B generally. The three ribs are thin with wider spaces between than outside. 
Finally the socket tapers to a flat rectangular end, well matched on the Petters class C examples and at 
variance with most class B. 

Discussion 

The class B ribbed axes in the Petters hoard are reasonably well known types in the lower Thames Valley 
although only occasionally, as in the Watford or Wandsworth hoards (Coombs 1979, Rice 1924), are they as 
well represented as at Petters. Their relative frequency as compared with other axe types is considerably 
greater in the Midlands, and central-southern England. They also spread into eastern England and the north, 
where they are classified as Type Welby by Schmidt & Burgess (1981, 221-3). The type occurs in numerous 
hoards throughout this distribution, almost always datable to the Ewart Park phase. 

Class C- Stogursey ribbed axes 

A type of ribbed axe common in South Wales has long been recognised to stand apart from the main British 
series on account of a number of distinctive features (Fox & Hyde 1939, 390). These include a 
sub-rectangular mouth encircled by a single flat-topped and often heavy collar, a loop placed high on the side 
and a parallel or slightly flared body which is hexagonal in section. The fibs, three in may run 
parallel or converge. On more subjective criteria the type stands out for its often clumsy appearance, with 
crudely formed ribs, loop and mouth-moulding, while the roughly trimmed casting flashes remain an eyesore 
on the sides. Also on the technological front, the type is characterised by consistent evidence for four inlets, 
or runners, having been used to feed the mould which is at variance with the number of runners found on 
other socketed axe types. The inlet system and the character of the casting flash and of other features are all 
connected with a particular form of mould unit assembly using stone and clay components. This distinctive 
technological background has been stressed elsewhere (N eedham 1981, 27ff) to differentiate a 
Bulford-Helsbury manufacturing industry producing Stogursey axes from contemporary 'industries' in 
southern Britain. This can sometimes enable the allocation of atypical or hybrid pieces to one or another 
industrial background. This is particularly important for regions of Stogursey axe production such as the 
Egham locality which are remote from the main centres of the industry, and potentially divorced from the 
strictures of main line tradition. 

Cl Deep collar moulding 

Two axes (fig 30: 29, 31) have prominent collar mouldings emphasised by a marked step, perpendicular or 
steeply sloped, along their bottom edges. Loops are placed high, issuing from the collar or its immediate 
underside. The ribs are parallel and run for a little over half of the body length. In both cases the blade edge 
is moderately expanded. 
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C2 Bead collar and low-placed loop 

The fragmentary axe 57 (fig 30) has a mouth-moulding which is prominent but narrow - in effect a bead 
collar. It is flat on top with a convex face broken half way by a rounded horizontal bevel. A crisp angle defines 
the junction of moulding and body. The body angles were fairly crisp but without any rib-emphasis. The 
loop has a 'D' shaped section and is placed fairly low on the side, clear of the moulding base. 

C3 Flared moulding 

Unlike examples of Cl and C2, axe fragment 47 (fig 29) has only a vestigial step delineating the base of the 
mouth-moulding. Above, the moulding flares outwards to an acute angle, which for most of its perimeter 
retains the stump of a horizontal casting flash as a beading. The top is roughly flat and in part in-sloped. The 
three ribs are fairly thin, parallel and well spaced so that the outer ones are close to the sides. On both faces 
they peter out before the main break. The body is hexagonal in section and gently flared from the top 
downwards, the loop is narrow in profile with an amorphous oval section, swelling a little at either foot. 

Discussion 

In detail there is considerable variation amongst Stogursey axes which is expressed in nuance of both form 
and decorative motif (see numerous examples illustrated in Savory 1980). The four Petters axes bear witness 
to this variability, but more refined classification must await corpora of the southern English as well as the 
Welsh finds. None of the Stogursey axes in the hoard were produced in the stone mould of which a fragment 
was excavated nearby (Needham 1981, 11, fig 1 no 6). That find adds to the range of styles attested for the 
local branch of the Bulford-Helsbury manufacturing tradition. It is furthermore noteworthy that an axe 
grouped within class B (BS - no 28) (fig 29) displays considerable influence from class C. The Petters 
examples are typical of the great mass of Stogursey axes which belong unequivocally to the Ewart Park 
phase. 

Class D - Faceted axes 

Socketed axes with faceted body angles, producing an octagonal cross-section are widespread in the British 
Late Bronze Age. The feature may occur on quite different body forms, but the examples concerned with 
here seem consistently to belong to a familiar slender-bodied form defining class D. There is some variation 
in the precise typology of class D axes, in particular the form of the mouth-moulding. However, in addition 
to slender faceted bodies, other common ground reinforces the integrity of the class: the features are always 
neat and crisp, excess metal from casting (runners and flash) has been thoroughly removed, and loops have 
an approximately trilobate cross-sectional form. 

Schnridt & Burgess have recently classified these slender faceted axes under type Meldreth, which includes 
four variants (1981, 204-211). 

Dl Trumpet moulding with flat top 

Two faceted axes (fig 31: 18 & 19) are characterised by a mouth form which is common in the series. It is 
effectively a shallow collar which is defined at the base by a small step and expands above in a concave curve 
leading to a prominent upper lip. This can be somewhat flattened as on axe 19. The top of the mouth is 
approximately flat and horizontal, or minimally out-sloped. The shape ofthe mouth is round (19) or oval 
(18). Both axes have a single internal rib on either face of the socket. The sockets are waisted and lead to a 
narrow bowed-rectangular end. 

D2 Biconical moulding 

One fragmentary axe (21) (fig 31) has a moulding not unlike that of variant D1, but which differs in its 
noticeably sloped upper surface. This gives the prominent upper part a biconical profile. Beneath, the base of 
the shallow moulding is delimited by a step which is marginally more pronounced than on D1 axes. These 
features give an overall impression comparable to the double-mouldings on class A and some class B axes. In 
other aspects this axe is similar to variant Dl and in particular to axe 19. 

D3 Single moulding 

Axe 20 (fig 31), although fragmentary and much mutilated, clearly had a mouth-moulding quite distinct 
from others in the hoard. It is a single narrow collar, flat on top and on the side. A shallow groove emphasises 
its underside. The body angle facets are very narrow, even at the top, as was the whole body which is 
reconstructed to be some 22mm wide below the loop. The loop is placed low and has a 'D' section. 

Class D blade fragment 

The blade edge fragment 65 (fig 31) contains at its upper break the rectangular end of the socket. The ends of 
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facets survive below the break . The cutting edge is severely damaged by blunting which has burred virtually 
the whole span. 

Discussion 

As with the other axe classes, there is much variation in the morphology of class D which requires detailed 
classification (Burgess & Miket 1976, 3-5). It is possible, for example, that this will reveal regional variants 
amongst other information. Despite their differences, all of the Petters examples have narrow 
mouth-mouldings, which are prevalent in the south. Deeper trumpet mouldings are much more common in 
the northern series published by Schmidt & Burgess (1981, 204-9), presumably reflecting local tastes as 
witnessed by other northern forms. 

Slender faceted axes of Petters Class D are essentially a British type, although they also occur in north 
France and Ireland (O'Connor 1980, 166-7). The vast majority of associated faceted axes come from 
unequivocal Ewart Park phase hoards, but three recent works suggest earlier origins for the insular series. 
Schmidt & Burgess recognise potentially early contexts for faceted axes in the Haxey hoard, Lincolnshire, 
and the 'Co Roscommon' hoard, both thought to be transitional LBAl/2 (1981, 210--11). Coombs also forsees 
earlier origins (1979, 214) and O'Connor isolates a rare typologically early form, which is not known in the 
Ewart associations (1980, 135--6). 

OTHER TOOLS (figs 32 & 33, pl 9) 

Knives 

Six pieces belong to knives, most of which are fragmentary. In three cases a socket survives essentially 
complete allowing their classification to the Thorndon class (fig 32: 23, 78, 79). A fourth socket is too 
fragmentary for identification (80). The remaining two examples (fig 32: 48, 70) are blade fragments which 
are probably from socketed knives although ranged versions cannot be ruled out. 

Thorndon socketed knives 

Three Petters bronzes (23, 78, 79) may be attributed to the Thorndon class, first defined by Hodges (1956, 
38), on the basis oftheir straight socket/blade junctions. All three have the elliptical socket sections typical of 
the class, and in one case this is modified by flattened sides (78). Each appears to have had a different blade 
form. Attention has recently been drawn to this variability by Burgess (1982a, 38-9). The little-damaged 
knife (78) has a short blade with near straight sides and a blunt tip; it has a classic flattened midrib section 
with broad hollowed edge bevels. The blade and socket are set on slightly different axes, a somewhat unusual 
feature which cannot be attributed to damage. 

The second near complete piece (23) has a narrow flattened midrib flanked either side by a furrow in 
addition to the edge bevel. This simple-fluted variant was remarked upon by Burgess who cited an example 
in the Ketton hoard (1982a, 39). Other examples are known from the Leigh hoard (NBI; O'Connor 1980, fig 
57 A.S.) and the Easton hoard (NBI; Norwich Castle Museum 1977, fig 67), while an unprovenanced piece 
in the Layton Collection (Museum of London 0.1263) is likely to be a Thames find. One ofthe Petters blade 
fragments (70) had similar flutings as does the large ranged implement from near Washingborough (Burgess 
1982a, 34 fig l,o), but this blade variant does not appear to be common. 

Another unusual feature of implement 23 takes the form of pairs of dimples on either face of the socket. 
These are placed side by side above the hilt line. The depressions have not deformed the inner wall of the 
socket and are therefore probably cast and of an ornamental nature. 

Socket fragment 

Object no 80 is a very battered fragment of a socket. Nevertheless several features allow its identification as a 
knife socket. The socket was however at least 48mm long and is therefore somewhat longer than that of the 
standard socketed knife ( cf no 23). It probably comes from one of the related but less common implements 
sometimes described as socketed daggers or swords. (Brailsford 1947). 

Blade fragments 

Two blade fragments may be regarded as belonging to knives. One (48) has a thick flattened midrib which 
could be matched on Lis burn rapiers, but at the late date of the Petters hoard is much more likely to belong 
to a knife. 

The second blade (70) is distinguished by a simple-fluted section of the sort discussed above under 
Thorndon knives. The close similarity to the Washingborough implement in sectional form, if not in size, is 
a reminder that this could belong to a ranged rather than a socketed knife. 

Discussion 

Thorndon socketed knives have been found in a number of datable contexts, which are almost invariably of 
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the Ewart Park phase. One possible exception is an example in the Isleham hoard. Although this large hoard 
is very predominantly composed of Wilburton metalwork types, Burgess prefers to see the socketed knife 
along with a small number of other bronzes as representing some of the earliest Ewart Park production 
(1982a, 36). 

Sickles 

Three pieces in the Petters hoard come from two implements of quite distinct forms, but nevertheless 
referrable to as sickles. 

Minnis Bay type 

Two fragments (fig 33: 87, 89) join to form the tip end of an unusual sickle type, which is characterised by a 
broad tip and by a knobbed tang end. The back of the Petters blade is roughly straight until close to the tip, 
where it expands a little. The back is, furthermore, obliquely blunted in section and it thickens towards the 
break. The blade section is piano-convex but slight undulations betray a central midrib and a crude 
moulding along the top of the convex face. A sharp hollowed edge has been prepared along the side and 
round the curved tip to form the expanded corner. 

O'Connor has listed the small number of comparable sickles known and shown that they are a feature of 
the Lower Thames region (1980, 178, 828 map 52). All but one example come from Ewart phase hoards, 
amongst which O'Connor uses Minnis Bay as a type-find. The Petters fragment is now the most westerly of 
the finds but is in accord with the Thames-oriented distribution. 

Plate 9 Socketed sickle (81) showing incomplete socket (right) due to miscasting. The casting flash remains under the blade and 
socket, while the blade edges are completely unsharpened. A splash of lead adheres to the socket to the right of the cast peg 
hole 

Closed ring socket sickle 

The socketed sickle at Petters (fig 33: 81, pi 9), although lacking its tip through breakage and part of the 
socket through miscasting, is nevertheless complete enough for useful classification. The blade has a roughly 
lenticular section without any edge bevelling because miscasting removed the need to trim and prepare the 
cutting edges. The casting flashes for the most part project little beyond the intended edges, but a large 
extrusion was formed in the blade/socket angle. This joins onto part of a flash emanating from the socket 
opening which presumably served as the inlet for casting. The molten metal had not filled the mould cavity 
around most of the back and mouth of the socket. Part of a flat end does however survive on top of the 
slightly elliptic socket . The more intact side has an oval peg-hole, the pair to which is suggested by an 
indentation in the opposing miscast edge. A final feature of interest is a small knob projecting from the back 
of the socket. This has a sub-lozengic section uncharacteristic of casting flashes, and it is probable that it is 
the stump of a miscast loop. 

The Irish-British series of socketed sickles includes a wide variety of styles, the classification of which is 
consequently difficult. The Petters example belongs to a group which have the blade emanating entirely from 
the side of the socket without any attachment to the top. Fox (1939) divided these into two types according to 
socket shape: ring socket and truncated conical socket. He saw these types as the earliest and conjectured an 
evolution from open ring socket forms to closed truncated conical socket implements (1939, fig 9). The 
pattern, however, is complicated by the fact that both open and closed sockets can occur in either shape. The 
Petters hoard and occasional other associated finds now cast doubt on a simple linear scheme of development. 

The Petters sickle is likely to have descended ultimately from the earliest ring socket sickles dating to 
Middle Bronze Age 3 and it demonstrates that only minor modifications were effected in that series over the 
course of a few centuries . 
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Socketed gouges 

Both of the Petters gouges (34, 77) have plain circular mouths, which are slightly expanded and flat-topped. 
They have different proportions giving rise to different widths at the mouths and cutting edges. 

The plain socketed gouge is the most common form known from the Bronze Age. Most gouges in datable 
contexts, including the plain form, belong to the Ewart Park phase. The general type first appears in the 
hoard record in Late Bronze Age 1, but these early examples are distinguished by multiple mouth-mouldings 
(O'Connor 1980, 137; Colquhoun 1979, lll). 

SWORDS (figs 34-5, pis 10-12) 

Swords when found as fragments in hoards pose certain problems in their classification. Existing 
classification is based on complete examples yet tends to make use of hilt and shoulder forms as the primary 
criteria. Blade fragments which would naturally predominate in a random collection, are therefore not 
necessarily diagnostic. Fortunately the two main sword types present in the south-east in the Ewart Park 
phase have very different blade forms recognisable in shape and cross-section. 

Class A- Ewart Park swords (fig 34) 

Hilt -fragments 

Of three hilt fragments two have the hilt finials intact with the hilt plate surviving down to the second rivet 
(66, 67). In both cases the handle has bowed sides bordered by flanges and a thickened centre in 
cross-section; the flanges are more pronounced and rectangular on no 66. There are also minor differences in 
width, the size of rivet holes and in the depth of the 'T' bar forming the finial. The 'T' bar has squared ends 
on both pieces. A last noteworthy feature is the concave side section of no 67 which contrasts with the more 
normal flat form, as seen on no 66. 

Interestingly the concave form is also present on the third hilt fragment, (fig 34: 68, pl 10). This piece 
includes the base of the handle, the shoulders arid part of the ricassos. In contrast to the previous fragments 
considered, the hilt of 68 has no side flanges and its swollen section is unusually thick leading into a 
pronounced midrib. The ricassos have flat edges and are backed by slight bevels squared off at the top. A 
single rivet hole is punched into either shoulder close to the edge such that in one case it is unlikely that the 
hole would ever have been completely enclosed. A punched depression of varying intensity marks the limit of 
the hilt plates, which terminated in a broad omega shape. 

Blade fragments 

In general the blade fragments (41-45, 69, 71, 72) are united by a more-or-less rounded midrib, which is 
separated from the edge bevels by slight hollowing. They appear to come from all parts of the blade. In detail 
there is some variation in this cross-section, but much of this could be accounted for by sectional changes 
down the full length of a blade. 

Discussion 

Ewart swords have been regarded as a type-fossil of Late Bronze Age 2 throughout Britain, hence giving rise 
to the 'Ewart Park phase'. However, a protracted sequence involving some morphological development is 
likely. Cowen identified a small group of Ewart-like swords which bore certain marks of influence from 
Hallstatt C swords and were termed hybrid and Thames swords (1967, 410-6). If one accepts this relationship 
(vide Burgess 1982b, 547-8), then Hallstatt C provides a terminus post quem in the 7th century BC for this 
mature development of Ewart swords. The Petters class A hilts in fact show standard Ewart forms, possibly 
therefore dating earlier. 

Class B - Carp's Tongue swords (figs 35--6) 

Attribution to this class is based on the distinctive blade with its groove-defined midrib. This is present on all 
but one of the fragments. The exception, being from the tip of the blade, is instead recognisable on account 
of its narrow tongue shape (53) (fig 36). 

Hilt fragments 

Two fragments (fig 35: IS & 39, pl 10) retain part of the hilt, but the surviving shoulder forms are very 
different. Fragment 39 has concave sides leading to sharp beak-like shoulders, below which are the 
beginnings of deep square ricasso notches. By contrast the notches on fragment 15 are small with smoothly 
curved upper sides. In both cases the ricassos are backed by neat raised mouldings with flattened crests, 
while a single groove curves round from either shoulder to meet and flank the midrib. 

The formation of the shoulder rivet emplacements is similar in principle but the end result is different. 
While a slot perforates either shoulder of fragment 15, this feature takes the form of opposed furrows on 39 
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so that a thin web of metal is left intact. Both forms were, however, finished by sinking a rivet hole at either 
end of each slot. 

A further difference, seen in the form of the midrib, can be matched amongst the blade fragments and is 
covered below. 

Plate 10 Shoulder portions of class B sword 39 (left) and class A sword 68 (right) both showing indentations describing an omega shape 
at the end of the lost organic hilt plates. Piece 39 also has the top ends of deeply chased grooves which decorated the blade. 
Scale 111 

Plate 11 Class B sword blade fragment 38 on which the upper edge has been hammered to obliterate a light 
backing groove still visible to the right. Scale Ill 

Blade fragments 

Leaving aside the blade tip (53), the blade fragments may be grouped into four variants according to 
cross-sectional form (figs 35, 36). Except towards the tip the sections of Carp's Tongue swords are generally 
constant for the length of the blade and variation may therefore be significant. 

Blade variant 1 (37, 39): a rounded midrib is emphasised by steep sides which rise out of the flanking 
grooves to a greater height than the blade wings. 

Blade variant 2 (15, 16, 38, pill): a similar cross-section to variant 1, but here the midrib curves down 
to the level of the blade wings, a groove as usual separating the two elements. 

Blade variant 3 (73, 74): there is little change in plane between the midrib and blade wings giving a 
more lozenge section overall. 

Blade variant 4 (17): the midrib is broad and low and is shaped into three longitudinal facets which are 
slightly hollowed; there is a slight step down at the groove from midrib to blade wing, but no change in 
plane. 

Blade tip (53): a lenticular section with a single groove backing hollowed edge bevels; such a narrow 
blade could alternatively come from a knife but its thickness argues in favour of a sword tip. 

In three cases the blade wings simply carry a narrow and neatly executed edge bevel (15, 16, 17). The 
others are complicated by the presence of a supplementary groove backing the edge. The edge bevels on 
these are much less well defined . 
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Discussion 

The Carp's Tongue sword with its distinctive tip, blade section and ricassos has always looked intrusive in 
terms of the indigenous sword series. O'Connor has clarified just how few complete examples are known 
from Britain, while their distribution along with scrapped examples is overwhelmingly concentrated in the 
south-east (1980, 188). Consequently he derives the British examples from north-east France. The type is 
generally held to have originated further west in Brittany where the earlier St Nazaire swords serve as 
plausible prototypes (Cowen 1956). The main Carp's Tongue series is consistently associated with Ewart 
phase hoards in Britain and with equivalent Bronze Final Ill hoards in northern France, currently dated to 
the 9th and 8th century BC. 

Class C 

The remaining blade fragment, from the tip (fig 36: 40, pl12), clearly belongs to a broad blade which is most 
likely to be that of a sword. The extant section is, however, uncharacteristic of any obvious Late Bronze Age 
sword type. A problem in identifying this piece arises from the fact that it has been extensively reworked by 
hammering across the whole of the faces. On one face this has virtually erased a series of four groove 
terminals which survives on the other face. There is a slight asymmetry in the blade shape and the 
positioning of the midrib, but this could be due to secondary alteration. The broad midrib, currently flat, is 
unlikely to have been substantially altered. The edge bevels are strongly concave in section. The near flat 
midrib associated with groove ornament is not a normal feature of Late Bronze Age swords in Britain or 
Europe. This combination and the broad tip form could perhaps be matched among earlier swords, in 
particular in the Hemigkofen series, but the metal composition of the fragment compares well with the hoard 
at large and lessens the likelihood that it is a scrap survival from an earlier phase. At present this fragment 
must therefore remain unidentified. 

Plate 12 Class C sword blade tip 40; the entire surface has been subjected to severe hanunering eradicating detailed features of the 
midrib. Scale Ill 

SPEARHEADS (fig 36, pl 13) 

The Petters hoard contains four spearhead fragments, two of which join to form a complete example (35, 75). 
Interestingly these two halves were split betwen the two caches of the hoard. 

The complete spearhead (fig 36: 35/75, pl 13) has a flame-shaped blade with a marked round-sectioned 
midrib, which converges at the tip bullet-like along the blade edge. The blade wings carry one, and in 
places two, traced grooves which run just inside a neatly executed concave edge bevel. 

The socket of the spearhead was decorated with fine punched bands, but much of this had been 
obliterated, perhaps by polishing. There are traces of three bands of grooves encircling the socket. A set of 
four and three respectively lie just above and below the peg-holes, while a double groove lies close below. At 
least four bands of short vertical strokes fringe the horizontal grooves . The strokes appear to be struck 
generally as pairs and sometimes in sets of three or four. 

One of the fragments comes from the tip of a spearhead (50). The shape and cross-section are similar to 
those of blade 35, but while the blade edge expands less rapidly the midrib is broader with flat-faceted sides. 
Edge bevels survive, but are not particularly crisply defined. 

Spearheads with flame-shaped blades such as the complete Petters example are a major sub-group within 
the numerous Late Bronze Age peg-hole series. A strong association has been noted between this blade shape 
and the presence of decoration, usually on the socket (Burgess et al 1972, 215). Decorated spearheads are 
well known in the Ewart Park phase, particularly in the south-east but there is also a broader spread 
illustrated for example by those in the Broadward hoard, Shropshire (Burgess et al 1972, 249 fig 6). 

The Petters spearhead may be regarded as belonging to a discrete type within the flame-bladed series 
which may conveniently be named after their multiple occurrence in the Watford hoard (Coombs 1979, 
212-3 nos 34--40). The Watford type may be seen in typical form in the well-known Thorndon and Reach 
Fen hoards (Hawkes & Smith 1955, GB 11.1; Smith 1956, GB 17.6). A number of good parallels are cited by 
Coombs (1979, 213), to which may be added examples from Bray and Maidenhead (Ehrenberg 1977, nos 22 
and 76), Ellesborough, Bucks (Parley 1979, 147 fig 7) and, nearer to Petters, Thames Ditton (Evans 1881, 
319). The Watford type is a feature of south-eastern Britain and northern France, generally occurring in 
Carp's Tongue contexts in both areas (Coombs 1979, 213; Briard & Mohen 1983, 131 fig 2). 
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Plate 13 Joining spearhead fragments. On the blade 35 (left), the hollow edge bevel can be seen to follow and in part impinge upon a 
lightly traced grooved. The spearhead socket 75 (right) still retains traces of finely punched lines and commas which may have 
been reduced by repeated polishing. Scale 1/1 

The final spearhead fragment in the hoard (85) includes a small part of the midrib and the base of a blade 
wing. The midrib is distorted and extends for little more than half the full section. Nevertheless its centre 
carried two longitudinal ribs and there could originally have been a third now broken off. This reeded type of 
midrib is extremely unusual and is not a feature of any established British spearhead type. A less conspicuous 
feature of the midrib is a rounded moulding, again longitudinally aligned. The moulding delimits a 
thickening of socket wall adjacent to the blade wing. On the complete spearhead this feature would have 
appeared as a diffuse 'fillet' resembling the stronger form found on certain spearheads with fillet-defined 
midribs (Burgess et a/1972, 213-4). 

Although not common, single crest ribs are known on the midribs of British Middle Bronze Age and early 
Late Bronze Age spearheads. However, double or triple crest ribs appear to be unparalleled. A few 
Scandinavian finds have rounded midribs topped by three crest ribs (Jacob-Friesen 1967, Tf.l21.1, 
Tf.123.1), but the Petters fragment does not obviously match these and, furthermore, its metal composition 
does not stand apart from the bulk of the hoard. It may therefore be best to regard it as a local peculiarity 
which drew on the pre-existing midrib features of flanking fillets and central ribs. 

WEAPON ACCOUTREMENTS (fig 37) 

Ferrule 

The one ferrule in the hoard (76) is an unusually slight tubular example. Overall it tapers from mouth to foot, 
but there is a distinct central swelling between marginally concave outlines at either end. A pair of opposed 
peg-holes are almost centrally placed. The foot, unlike most ferrules, is open rather than closed. A similar 
but larger ferrule with a closed end occurs in the Broadward hoard, Shropshire (Burgess et a/1972, 250 fig 
7.46). Short ferrules are characteristic of the Ewart Park phase being a product of diversification from the 
Wilburton long tubular form (Burgess et a/1972, 216). 

Chape 

The chape in the Petters hoard (fig 37: 30, pl 14) is of unusual interest since it was restyled at some point in 
its life time. In its present form the chape is basically rectangular but the three straight sides result from the 
removal of formerly bowed sides. In the process ofthis operation the wall of the socket has been cut through 
on each side to create lenticular openings with sharp and irregular edges. It is clear from the uncut stretches 
at the corners that the original casting conformed to the bag-shaped or 'purse' type of chape. The Petters 
example would have been a deep variety well matched at Reach Fen, Cambs (Evans 1881, 305 fig 371). The 
deeply concave mouth with its slight beading is unaltered, while the single central rivet holes are circled by 
three concentric grooves now intermittent probably due to wear. 
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Bag-shaped chapes are characteristic of the Ewart Park phase in Britain and are confined to the south-east, 
generally having Carp's Tongue complex associations (O'Connor 1980, 190-1, list 161, 836 Map 60). The 
Petters find is more westerly than any of the British examples listed by O'Connor. 

Plate 14 The chape (30) showing ragged edged perforations where the original side walls have been trimmed off to create a more 
rectangular form. Parts of three worn concentric compass-drawn grooves encircle the peg hole. Scale 1/1 

FITTINGS AND ORNAMENTS (fig 37, pllS & 16) 

Bugle-shaped object 

The Petters bugle-shaped attachment (fig 37:36, pllS) is of the 'hollow-backed' variety, in which the normal 
full tubular section is halved so as to expose a hollow back. 

Two strap-loops project from the back. The main body of the fitting is gently barrel-shaped and expands 
sharply at the terminals which have closed semi-circular ends. The appended side loop is extremely 
elongated leaving only a narrow slit as a perforation. The curved ends of the side loop lead into a crease on 
the main body to form a neat moulding alongside the slit. 

Bugle-shaped objects have been divided into three main groups (O'Connor 1980, 194-5). The most 
common type has a full tubular section for both the main body and the side loop which are cast in one. This 
may be subdivided according to overall plan- elongated or bulbous- to give four main types. Whereas the 
tubular single-piece bugles occur in north-west France and southern Britain, similar objects made up of two 
separate components, O'Connor's 'two piece' type, appear to be entirely insular (O'Connor 1980, map 61; 
Jockenhovell972, 106 Abb 3); although note a probable component at Venat (Coffyn et all98l, pl49 no 32). 
The fourth group comprises 'hollow-backed' or 'flat' bugles of the Petters form. These are generally 
furnished with back loops and sometimes also by additional loops on the upper side, opposite the main side 
loop (Burgess 1968, fig 13, 20-21; Burgess et all972, 216). These varieties are not common and only four 
other examples occur in Britain, one in the Levington hoard, Suffolk (O'Connor 1980, fig 69.11), and three 
from the Thames at Sion Reach (Wheeler 1929, pl 2, fig 1, 11-13). 

Plate 15 The bugle-shaped fitting (36); the narrow slit shows no sign of wear from a strap. Scale 1/1 

Riveted plate 

Object 88 in the hoard (pl 16) is a thin, approximately rectangular plate which is neatly shaped. The long 
sides are convex, one end straight while the other is slightly concave and not parallel. The neat finish suggests 
that this asymmetry was intended, as also might be the slight sinuosity in cross-section. Although the plate 
thins significantly towards one long edge, this is squared off like all the others and the object is not therefore 
any kind of cutting implement. The presence of two rivet holes suggests that this is a fitting, perhaps for a 
belt or for harness equipment. 

Plate 16 The riveted plate 88 shows 'haloes' around the rivet holes under certain lighting conditions; the leading edge can be seen to be 
intentionally blunt. Scale Ill 
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Bracelet 

Although distorted, it is fairly certain that the bracelet fragment (33) would have had a hollow circular 
section broken only by a narrow gap on the inside. The edges bordering this gap are sharp and their rapid 
divergence towards one end is probably original, leading to a terminal. This feature, accompanied by a 
progressively shallower section, is often a feature of hollow-sectioned bracelets. The fragment is plain, but 
the possibility of ribs or other ornamentation close to the missing terminals remains. 

Hollow and 'C' sectioned bracelets are well known on the continent, but usually they are copiously 
decorated (O'Connor 1980, 206-14). They are a feature of Hallstatt B3 or Bronze Final Ill hoards, equating 
with the Ewart Park phase in Britain. The Petters bracelet might belong with O'Connor's 'C-section 
bracelets with large everted terminals' (1980, 210), which are generally plain for most of their circuits. These 
are not common but mainly come from north-east France, whence also comes an unclassified bracelet in the 
Dreuil hoard which has a more annular cross-section comparable to Petters (Gaucher 1982, 173 .fig 3, 104). 
Other largely plain bracelets with similar sections occur in the Venat hoard, Charente (Coffyn et al1981, 139 
pl 32, 1-5). Both Venat and Dreuil show that the terminals may be backed by simple transverse ribbing. 

Pin 

The only pin at Petters (12) comes from a layer containing occupation debris in the large ditch (F117.2). The 
shank of the pin is round in section except at the top where it was flattened and rolled to form the head. The 
surviving shank is very short ( 40 mm); a slight kink and an oblique facet at the tip suggest the possibility that 
a new point was formed after breakage of a longer shank. Lengths of other British roll-headed pins believed 
to be Bronze Age range between 57 and 108 mm. 

The dating of roll-headed pins independent of any good context is precarious. They have a long currency 
in Bronze Age Europe and continue later (O'Connor 1980, 200, Kubach 1977, 534-46). 

A small number of comparable roll-headed pins are known in Britain in loose association with Late Bronze 
Age assemblages, but the Petters example is now probably the one most securely dated to the Bronze J\ge. 

VESSELS AND SHEET METAL (fig 38, pl17) 

Four items in the Petters hoard may be identified as cast parts of bronze sheet vessels and they seem to 
represent both buckets and cauldrons. A fifth piece, a fragment of sheet metal ( 49), could easily belong in 
this category, but alternatively could have originated in some other sheet form, such as a shield. 

Cauldron strap handles 

Two strap, or staple, fragments in the hoard (fig 38, 52 & 82, pl17) are of identical form. The cross-section 
comprises three rounded ribs bordered either side by a more pronounced rib with a rounded or flattened 
crest. The back is more or less flat except where it curves towards the edges. Both fragments have part of a 
foot-plate attached to the strap, although in one case (82) this expands only a little beyond the foot itself. This 
is essentially in its as-cast form. The second strap (52) joins a much larger piece of a foot-plate. The long 
edge, parallel to the strap, bends away from it in profile so as to grip the outer edge of the cauldron rim. The 
metal has, however, been broken at a point about 90° through the bend. The flat part of the plate lying in a 
plane underneath the strap is more difficult to evaluate. A broad squarish tongue, which projects inwards 
from the turned edge, is only partially overlapped by the strap. This tongue has thin and irregular edges, 
either side, which are presumably original, but its end is broken. Its internal edge is continued at right angles 
along the foot of the strap as far as a small offset. This appears to be the beginning of the third side of an 
intended square opening, which lay directly beneath the strap. Such openings surrounded by oblong frames 
are known in other foot-plates (Leeds 1930, 5). In the Petters example, however, the failure of the molten 
metal to run into one end of the foot-plate would have left the frame incomplete, for the irregular edges of the 
shorter end are in the as-cast state. 

The two Petters fragments do not join at their broken edges and indeed, assuming flat foot-plates, the two 
portions of strap together represent rather more than the circuit of a single arch. They must therefore come 
from two strap handles, but the close similarity in form and metal composition suggests strongly that they 
belonged to one vessel. 

Ribbed straps to hold ring handles are a standard fitting on Late Bronze Age vessels in Britain and Ireland. 
There is, however, some variety in form according to temporal developments and the type of vessel involved. 
Staples, when springing from foot-plates, are almost invariably centrally placed which suggests that the 
Petters examples, on the evidence of no 52, had been cast onto a fairly narrow vessel brim some 45mm broad. 
This virtually excludes an origin on class B cauldrons, which have very broad rims, and, more often than not, 
more elaborate straps. 

Of the two vessel types having narrower brims, ie class A cauldrons and buckets, the latter can also be 
discounted. On buckets the straps are generally more massive and their multiple ribs of more equal size. 
Furthermore, the feet of the strap come down directly onto the edges of the vessel brim, thereafter 
continuing as tabs to grip the neck in the normal manner. Bucket staples stand at a very different angle from 
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Plate 17 Cauldron strap handles 52 (top and centre) and 82 (bottom right) and bucket base plate 84 (bottom left) . 82, seen from 
underneath, shows its miscast foot and wear bevels along the strap edges. The underside of 84 bears the cast impressions of a 
plate junction and a flat headed rivet from the cauldron rim. The upper side illustrates wear in the form of facets on rib crests. 
84 exhibits slight wear polish on corners and edges. Scale 111 

those on class A cauldrons, but the angle is not often ascertainable for fragments . The small step between 
strap foot and rim seen on the Petters pieces is only compatible with certain class A cauldrons, namely those 
grouped by Leeds as sub-classes A2 and A3 (Leeds 1930, 14-15). 

The fundamental division between AI and A2/3 staple types is probably an essentially temporal one. The 
dating of cauldrons poses major problems (Burgess 1979, 271-2). Such intricate and costly pieces of 
workmanship might obviously have found use for considerable periods of time. The lifetime of a vessel could 
also be extended by patching damaged parts, as witnessed by some Irish finds. When vessels were finally 
made redundant they would logically be broken down for scrap. Understandably scrap hoards tend only to 
contain small pieces of the vessels which may not always be closely classified. The deposition of a hoard 
should therefore be treated more strictly as a terminus ante quem for vessels than for tools and weapons. 

With these reservations in mind, however, it is surely significant that three associations in which Petters 
type straps occur are all datable to the Ewart Park phase (Late Bronze Age 2). No other class A2-3 fragments 
occur in hoards. It is likely therefore that class A cauldrons with the developed strap forms belong mainly to 
Late Bronze Age 2, but they could have started earlier. 

On discovery both Petters straps had deposits of charred-looking matter caught in one angle between the 
strap and foot-plate. It was hoped that these would prove to be charred food residues surviving from the 
brews cooked in the vessel. However, analysis by John Evans (NE London Polytechnic) gave completely 
negative results showing no sign of organic matter. The origin of these deposits therefore remains unknown. 

Ring handle 

An evenly curved bar of square cross-section (fig 38: 83) is identical in curvature and form to many ring 
handles, which served to suspend bronze vessels. These are always cast as completely annular rings of which 
the Petters fragment represents just over one quarter of the circuit. The square- or lozenge-sectioned form is 
very common on Hiberno-British vessels, but is not diagnostic of type for it occurs on cauldrons of both 
classes as well as on buckets. 
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Bucket base-plate 

A small ornamental plate of cast bronze (fig 38: 84, pl 17) in the form of an angled bracket compares closely 
to certain 'base plates' seen in situ on the bases of sheet bronze buckets. The main part of the object is a 
circular plate. An inset step defines a raised central area carrying a cruciform rib. The stumps of two broad 
tabs lead off opposite ends of the disc. One of the tabs stands at approximately 80° to the disc as seen in 
profile, the angle being rounded and probably accentuated by distortion. The two tabs would have allowed 
the plate to be secured to the wall and base of the bucket by means of a rivet through each. 

The primary interest of the Petters example lies in its cruciform emblem set within a raised circular field. 
The motif is difficult to parallel, indeed the tab bed disc form of base-plate is rare in Ireland and previously 
unknown in Britain . Two Irish finds, from Dowris and an unknown provenance, have tab bed discs, but the 
motifs are concentric ribs and cupped depressions respectively (Leeds 1930, 36 nos 9 and 12 pl 8, 1-2). The 
Petters example then with its cruciform motif appears as something of a novelty. In this context it may be 
significant that the suite of primary impurities in this object finds its highest levels for the hoard as a whole 
and its metal composition therefore stands apart (p 57). Continental parallels are, however, equally scarce. A 
good match for the design and general size is found as far away as the Skocijan cave deposit in northern 
Yugoslavia (Hawkes & Smith 1957, 141 fig 30). These authors in fact recognised that the Skocijan cave also 
contains concentrically ribbed base-plates which closely match the Dowris ('Whigsborough') examples 
(1957, 139-40). They used this evidence in support of a continental origin for that Irish vessel yet at the same 
time acknowledged the scarcity of base-plates on Kurd-Eimer and related buckets. On the few examples they 
were able to cite the base-plates were of quite distinct forms. 

The tab bed disc base-plate would appear to be best represented in Britain and Ireland and the assumption 
of a continental origin remains open to question. 

Sheet bronze fragment 

The piece of sheet bronze ( 49) (fig 3 8) has two folds, which form the long edges, and other minor distortions. 
The edges appear to be broken with the exception of one, largely hidden from view, which is apparently 
straight. This is therefore likely to be from the edge of a standard quadrangular 'plate' of the sort used in the 
construction of sheet bronze vessels . 

METALWORKING DEBRIS (fig 39, pls 18 & 19) 

Eight pieces of metal from Petters may be related to different aspects of metalworking and are not, with the 
possible exception of 86, artefacts in their own right. The group includes both copper items and alloyed 
material and is equally distributed between the hoard and occupation refuse. 

Thick plate 

A thick plate of bronze (fig 39: 86, pl18) has three broken edges and one curved, thick 'rim'. In cross-section 
the rim is roughly convex terminating on the outside in a small beading. From the rim the plate curves 
gently, being convex on the outside, and becomes thicker. The thickness also changes in the section at right 
angles. There is an important duality in the nature of the surface; the convex exterior face has a slightly 
rough texture, evidently in an as-cast state, and this continues around the rim and onto the inner face. Here a 
narrow band abutting the rim has an irregular surface, but this gives way at a rough step to a smooth plane 
lying at a slightly different angle. This plane has only a minimal concavity and it bears an extensive series of 
fine striations perpendicular to the rim which were produced by grinding. Part of the surface also carries a 
cluster of diffuse elongated punchmarks aligned on a single axis. 

This unusual object is not easily identified. It has a definite form which may not be dismissed as the 
product of a random spillage nor as a residue left in the bottom of a crucible or furnace. The idea of an ingot 
of alloyed metal having been positively formed in a mould is also unlikely since it does not explain the 
additional treatment of the inner face. The careful preparation witnessed there argues, above all, that this 
object was produced with every intention that it be used. It cannot be explained as a partially finished 
implement, for it resembles none of the familiar forms, and it is obviously far too thick to be reasonably seen 
as a blank ready for the manufacture of sheet metal. 

Casting Jets 

The two casting jets in the hoard (fig 39: 46 (pl19) & 90) are of different types by virtue of the number of 
feeders and the shape of their reservoirs. 

Twin-feeder casting jet (46) 

Two feeders issue from the bottom of a heavy and squat sub-conical reservoir. The thick feeders have 
irregular cross-sections due to sporadic longitudinal facets and ribs. The feeders are brought to narrow and 
broken eye-shaped ends by obliquely set flanges on the outside. These flanges are much broader than the 
feeders, the thin side extensions effectively being the casting flashes formed between the clay core head and 
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Plate 18 Contrasting surfaces are brought out on the thick plate 86. The rough rim (top) is as-cast, whilst inside a planished surface 
bears grinding marks and a cluster of punch marks. Scale Ill. 

Plate 19 Twin-feeder casting jet (46), the cast top surface of which is considerably smoothed by grinding around the perimeter. Scale 
111 

the wall supports on the respective mould valves. The moulded outer faces of the flanges therefore mirror the 
shape of the wall supports and show that they carried a shallow runnel to form part of the feeder duct. The 
uppermost edge of the flanges are wholly or partially out-turned, again indicating a junction between two 
mould components, this time presumably the top of the wall supports on the two main valves. This 
demonstrates that the clay head containing the reservoir and feeder ducts extended well above the wall 
supports. 

The spacing and shape of the feeder ends are entirely compatible with the stumps often encountered on 
certain styles of socketed axe. Of the types present in the hoard all but the Stogursey type would have been 
cast through two feeders, these leading into the head of the faces rather than sides of the axe. This particular 
casting jet actually fed a socketed axe with a modest mouth diameter. The feeders can be matched for 
example to axe no 18. 

Single-feeder casting jet (90) 

This casting jet has a long roughly conical reservoir leading directly into a single-feeder. The feeder has a 
crescent-shaped cross-section which gives rise to angular edges, which are also rather jagged. The concave 
face is smoother than the rest of the surface, while the top is granular. The end of the feeder is a broken 
surface, but the high points appear to have been abraded. 

It is not certain what sort of implement this jet would have fed. Clearly it would not have been for an axe or 
other socketed implement, except those cast from the blade end, neither is it suitable for a sword. The 
cross-section of the feeder, if significant, might suggest that it fed the curved blade of a gouge. However, the 
only known mould for a socketed gouge has an axe-like mould arrangement (Smith 1956, GB. 18 no 1). 

Waste and ingot material 

Five amorphous pieces of metal may be regarded as waste or possibly ingot fragments. One is made of bronze 
(51) and the other four, all from occupation contexts (4, 9, 10, 96), are of unalloyed copper. The form is 
different in each case. 

The bronze lump (51) has a roughly heart-shaped plan and a long elliptical profile. One face is rough, 
while the other has a smooth undulating surface from which projects a short circular rod of 2mm diameter. It 
is not clear whether this was originally part of separate object - a pin shank, chaplet or piece of wire -
which had not been fully remelted. The lump could represent a spill of viscous semi-molten bronze or 
perhaps a remnant which cooled in the crucible after casting. Metallographic inspection showed that it had 
cooled slowly. 

Only one piece (96) is remotely like the familiar ingots of the Late Bronze Age. It seems to be a small edge 
fragment from a cake of around 12mm thickness, for the profile does not thicken towards the broken edge. 
The breaks show cavities formed by gas bubbles. 

Two fragments (9, 10) have characteristics which suggest the same means of formation. One face on each is 
roughly flat with minor dimples; the other is very convoluted, the deep depressions often having smooth 
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rounded surfaces. It is unclear whether the cavities in these cases could have developed from trapped gas. 
The pieces are not obviously from larger cakes and might therefore represent either spillage or small prills 
extracted from the smelting furnace and not yet reduced to ingot form. 

The final piece ( 4) gives the appearance of being a cast form with a hollow triangular apex. However, the 
uneveness of the moulding in conjunction with its unalloyed composition suggest that it was a by-product of 
metalworking rather than a mainline casting. 

4. 7.5 The composition of the metalwork by P T Craddock, M Leese, K Matthews & S P Needham 

Introduction 

A full programme of metallurgical analysis has been conducted on the metalwork from Petters Sports Field 
which allows the examination of certain ideas regarding production in local Ewart Park phase industries. 
This is the first detailed study of its kind on a Carp's Tongue/Ewart Park hoard. It clarifies some of the 
conventional groupings, but also hints at hitherto unsuspected facets of the organisation of production. It has 
proved possible to advance an overall framework for the use of metallurgical resources at Petters Sports 
Field, with respect to the origins of metal stocks, the alloying practice and the actual copper smelting process 
(Needham et al forthcoming). Some of the main results of analysis are summarised here. 

ALLOY CLASSIFICATION 

Classification of the metal with respect to its alloy constituents is necessary in order to quantify associations 
with other attributes. One obviously discrete type was completely unalloyed copper. For the remaining 
objects a ternary alloy of leaded tin-bronze was employed. It was found that lead is a more useful parameter 
than tin in the description of alloy type at Petters, and its distribution brings out two main ranges, one of 
which may be meaningfully subdivided. To summarise, the following alloy categories may be defined: 

1 Unalloyed copper (4 items) 

2 Moderately leaded bronze: standard tin range; moderate lead 
2a low-lead bronze: lead (16 items) 

2b medium-lead bronze: lead 3-12% (53 items) 

3 High-lead bronze: standard tin range, high lead 12-30% (10 items) 

4 Unalloyed lead (l item) 

SELECTIVE ALLOYING 

Some important differences in alloying practice may be discerned in considering the addition of lead. Most 
implement types are made of moderately leaded bronze (alloy 2), but generally show little evidence of control 
over the alloy level, for the lead ranges between 0 and 11%. An exception may be apparent in the contrasting 
distributions for class A and class B swords, the former being predominantly of alloy 2b the latter 
predominantly of alloy 2a . This difference probably arises from the differing practices of the manufacturers 
of the two types. The lower lead additions in the class B swords more nearly represent the optimum 
properties for a bronze which has to be cast and wrought while the rather higher lead alloy of the class A 
swords would not significantly alter the mechanical properties of the bronze and would assist the casting 
process through a useful lowering of the liquidus temperature (Northover 1982, 91). Some control over the 
leac.l content of swords has also been noted in Wilburton metalwork (Northover 1982, 

Two types stand out through the predominance of high lead bronzes (alloy 3). The certain and probable 
class A axes, together totalling ten pieces, are in six cases made of alloy 3 (figs 25, 26). Three of four vessel 
fragments are likewise highly leaded. The only other example of alloy 3 is the Minnis Bay type sickle (87/89). 
The degree of lead adulteration was not obviously dictated by functional requirements since socketed axe and 
sickle types appear to be split rather according to their industrial background. There were presumably also 
factors of availability to account for the fact that not all class A axes were made from a heavy lead mix. 

IMPURITY PATTERNS 

The impurities present in the Petters bronzes were initially plotted on the Waterbolk & Butler chart for 
characterizing metal compositions (1966). Suspected groupings were then clarified using a form of cluster 
analysis. The classification procedure is set out in detail elsewhere (Needham et al forthcoming). The 
impurity patterns were divided into three groups: 

X-metal: the bulk of the material had moderate levels of certain discriminating impurities (silver, 
antimony, nickel), each within reasonably narrow limits. 

Objects: 4, 6, 8, 13-15, 17, 19-44,46--51, 53, 55-59,61, 63-69, 71 (borderline with Y-metal), 72, 
83, 85-90. 
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Y-metal: twelve objects had a noticeably 'pure' composition with significantly lower levels of the three 
discriminating elements; 9-11, 16, 45, 52, 54, 60, 62, 70, 82, 96. 

Z-metal: four analyses had miscellaneous compositions which did not conform to either of the main 
groups: 7, 18, 73, 84. 

These metal groups were found to have significant association with object types and specific contexts at 
Petters. 

4.7.6 DISCUSSION by s P Needham 

CHRONOLOGY & EXTERNAL RELATIONS 

The large Petters hoard is varied in its contents amongst which the diagnostic material is all datable to the 
Ewart Park phase, 9th-8th centuries BC (Burgess 1968, 17-26; Burgess 1976; Burgess 1979, 271). With the 
exception of a few hoards believed to be transitional from the preceding Wilburton stage, the large group of 
Ewart Park hoards have defied any internal seriation. The problem of proposing a more refined chronology, 
even for a large varied hoard such as Petters, is further exacerbated because we are ignorant of when Ewart 
Park types end. Notwithstanding the fact that the Llyn Fawr metalwork forms a discrete entity only rarely 
associated with earlier types, there remains a real possibility that Ewart Park traditions continued into the 
7th century BC alongside the new Hallstatt C-related elements. This gives us a potentially wide date range, 
900-600 BC, for the deposition of the hoard. Possible indications of the relative date within this bracket are 
not entirely consistent. 

The broad loops on two class A axes (13, 22), one of which also has a 'back-to-front' mouth, might either 
betray influence from, or represent features anticipating Sompting type axes, which would suggest a late 
date. On the other hand, none of the Ewart sword fragments are identifiable as of 'Thames' type, thought to 
be a late development. Three types in the hoard represent late versions offorms current in pre-Ewart times: 
the class A cauldron straps (52, 82), the pocket chape (30) and the ring-socket sickle (81). However, all of 
these types are rare and too infrequently associated to be able to assess their duration within the Ewart Park 
stage. 

This lack of precision in typological dating is not particularly helped by the stratified context of the hoard. 
The large group of pottery stratified immediately above the hoard is characteristic of transitional Late Bronze 
Age/Early Iron Age assemblages, circa 7th-6th centuries BC, but as the dating of this material is still heavily 
dependent on the metalwork sequence, it can only cautiously be applied back to the hoard. Five C14 dates 
associated with the deposit containing this pottery are internally consistent and give a mean date of 490 ± 40 
BC but unfortunately belong to a period when calibration is particularly imprecise (seep 75). This should 
serve as a terminus ante quem for the hoard deposition. How much earlier the hoard was deposited is difficult 
to gauge. These events feature in the upper silting of the substantial ditch F117 and the profile at the time of 
the hoard's deposition could have been stable for some period of time. The digging of the ditch is poorly 
dated since little datable material comes from the primary silt; a few pottery finds from below the level of the 
hoard (layers 117.2, 117.3) belong generally to later Bronze Age traditions. 

Eight of the nine bronzes from occupation contexts can in fact be directly related stratigraphically to the 
hoard, since they come from the same ditch. All come from close to the interface between layers 117.1 and 
117.2, the horizon into which the hoard was inserted. Furthermore, the diagnostic pieces, ie, the four 
socketed axe fragments, are probably all to be identified as Ewart Park types. 

Evidence of foreign relationships in the hoard is largely confined to the Carp's Tongue complex with its 
cross-Channel connections. These types, and most of the others present, occur regularly in Ewart hoards in 
south-east England, and this leads naturally to the fundamental question of whether they were actually made 
in the region. The metal of the Carp's Tongue material in the hoard has generally higher impurity levels than 
the indigenous types, but this could mean that the metal rather than the objects themselves was obtained 
from across the Channel. 

INDUSTRIAL TRADITIONS 

From the point of view of industrial background the great interest of the Petters hoard lies in the mixture of 
different styles of axe and sword. These two classes of implement above all illustrate the presence of different 
metalwork groups in the hoard, whilst other types can often be grouped accordingly on the grounds of 
distribution or regular association. 

Carp's Tongue complex 

The basis for defining this complex has not often been made explicit. Obviously the types in question are 
seen to be recurrently associated together, although this has never been quantified or tested statistically. 
From the British point of view the metalwork types must be an integral part of the parallel north French 
assemblage, but should also satisfy another condition. It is tacitly accepted that the material should have a 
unity in distributional terms, in general an overwhelming south-east bias. 

Only four types of object in the Petters hoard may be placed unequivocally in the Carp's Tongue complex, 
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while a fifth probably belongs. In addition to the class B swords there is the bag-shaped chape, which would 
have been the normal scabbard fitting. The flame-blade decorated spearhead (35/75) is a specific form which 
seems to have a close association with the complex. The variant of bugle-shaped fitting found at Petters (36) 
should also belong here. Finally, the best parallels for the hollow bracelet fragment (33) suggest that it too 
may belong to the Carp's Tongue complex. Curiously all of these types are either martial or ornamental in 
character; it is unclear whether any significance may be attached to this. 

The Petters find now provides the occurrence furthest west of both hollow-backed bugle fittings and 
bag-shaped chapes which emphasises the south-eastern concentration of Carp's Tongue material. The same 
may be noted for the Minnis Bay type sickles, which are included in the south-eastern group below. 

South-eastern group 

Class A axes are provisionally treated as belonging to a separate entity from that of Carp's Tongue due partly 
to their wider distribution, partly to their distinctive metallurgy. While they have numerous parallels in 
northern France, detailed work is beginning to point to different regional emphases. 

Minnis Bay sickles may be conveniently grouped with class A axes. They have a specifically Thames V alley 
distribution which is therefore rather more restricted than that of the axes. Another point of comparison 
however is the use of high-lead metal. These sickles appear to be essentially an insular type with very few 
finds in north France (O'Connor 1980, 178). 

It is likely that 'South-eastern' types would have been produced in the Egham locality, including those of 
the distinctive high-lead alloy, perhaps based partly on new alloying or the adulteration of recycled scrap. 

Southern English ribbed axes 

The class B axes in the Petters hoard represent an array of ribbed axes which are primarily a feature of the 
Midlands, eastern and central-southern England. This distribution overlaps those of the various surrounding 
regional axe types. 

Examples in the north have been classified as Type Welby, which is shown to peter out beyond Lancashire 
and Yorkshire (Schmidt & Burgess 1981, 221-3, pl129). Class B axes are also known in small numbers in 
northern France, presumably as introductions from Britain (Eluere 1979, 123-4, fig 5). The type is well 
represented at Petters but it is not possible as yet to link it, in terms of industrial tradition, to other 
implement types. On the evidence of the sibling pair, axes 14 and 56, the former of which is untrimmed, 
class B axes were manufactured in the Egham locality. 

Bulford-Helsbury manufacturing tradition 

The four Stogursey axes in the Petters hoard represent another regional aspect, this time focussed on the 
south-west of Britain. The view that the class belongs to a discrete industrial tradition finds considerable 
support in the fact that they were normally produced using a technology quite distinct from any other 
socketed axes. The tradition has been termed Bulford-Helsbury after two key mould finds (Needham 1981). 
The known moulds are made of stone which is unusual for any Late Bronze Age bronze casting in southern 
Britain. The densest concentration of bronze axes of Stogursey type is in south-east Wales, but a wider 
spread from Cornwall to Wessex takes in all but one of the mould finds (Needham 1981, 39 fig 10). The one 
outlying mould find comes from earlier excavations at Petters itself which strongly suggests that the 
representative axes were produced locally by a peripheral or mobile Bulford-Helsbury metalworking group. 
None of the axes in the hoard come from the mould. It should be emphasised, however, that there is no 
evidence of large scale activity by this group in the Thames basin. 

Widespread indigenous types: background Ewart Park 

Unlike the socketed axes already discussed, most bronze implement types show no obvious regionalised 
styles. Their occurrence is widespread in Britain and often also in Ireland. Many spread across the channel to 
continental shores. Variation in finds density across Britain is largely due to differential rates of deposition 
and recovery. 

This group is epitomised above all by the Ewart Park sword, of which the Petters hoard contains three 
pieces of hilt and eight blade fragments (class A). The short tubular ferrule (76) belongs, despite its 
unusually small size, to a British family of ferrules which started with much longer versions in Wilburton 
contexts. 

Other types which may be put into this group are tools and vessel fragments. The class A cauldron straps 
(52, 82) certainly belong to an insular series; such vessels were conceivably made by specialist craftsmen not 
engaged in domestic production. The ring handle (83) is not diagnostic regarding its origin, but is most likely 
to come from a British vessel, while the base-plate (84) is best left ungrouped on present evidence. 

The tools include all the socketed gouges and knives, the socketed sickle and the faceted types of axe (class 
D). The concentration of some of these types in the south-east may just be a function of the greater density 
there of Late Bronze Age metalwork in general (eg Hodges 1956, 36 fig 4). 
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SUMMARY OF THE PRACTICE OF METALWORKING AT PETTERS 

Two sources of metal are identifiable in the Petters assemblage and account for all of the objects with 
classified compositions (ie excepting the four objects of miscellaneous Z-metal). (Needham et al, 
forthcoming). One of the sources is evidently to be identified as one or more ore bodies, from which 
unalloyed copper material (groups 1-X, 1-Y) was brought to the Petters site. It is likely that this was locally 
alloyed with lead and tin, the lead additive frequently being excessive (alloy 3). This alloy was used 
particularly for certain types of metalwork. The second source was an imported stock of alloyed metal 
probably emanating from the Carp's Tongue areas of northern France. This stock (2-X) seems to have been 
largely a homogenous mix, but need not be directly referrable to an ore body. The foreign types at Petters 
either represent direct imports or were locally cast by Carp's Tongue smiths with access to supplies of 
imported metal. As the imported metal stock, however, was progressively converted into indigenous 
metalwork types, it was modified through admixture with smaller quantities of a purer metal. Extra lead may 
sometimes have been introduced in the same process. 

As described in the Introduction, 4. 7.1, the metalwork falls into three contextual groups; two caches 
deposited side by side and a third group among the occupation debris. The three groups can be regarded as 
essentially contemporaneous, yet there are some important differences between them which might have a 
bearing on circumstances of deposition and the organisation of metalworking. The differences may be seen in 
three aspects of the material: typology, item weight and metal composition; these are described in detail 
elsewhere '(Needham et al forthcoming). 

What emerges clearly from these various considerations is that the close similarity at first apparent 
between the two parts of the hoard is not entirely borne out. There is indeed much common ground, but 
there are also a number of significant differences. These are put into better perspective by drawing in the 
settlement assemblage since this has a number of elements in common with F129. Table 2 summarises the 
various links established between the three contextual groups and shows in effect a gradation from F128-
F129 - Settlement Assemblage. 

While differentiation of the settlement assemblage might be explained in purely economic terms 
(Needham 1980a, 24--6), that between the caches, essentially contemporary deposits, poses something of a 
conundrum. 

Whether or not the caches were strictly contemporary, their differences indicate either origins in different 
source material or the selection of discrete assemblages for deposition for some unknown reason. The former 
suggestion would mean, most obviously, that the caches came from separate stocks of metal, accumulated for 
different reasons, in different ways or by different people. They may of course constitute only part of such an 
accumulated stock. It is logical to assume that metalworkers were responsible for the accumulation of these 
stocks, yet this does not necessarily mean that they were also the depositors. 

Following purely industrial lines of explanation, it might be suggested that there was a discrepancy 
between caches F128 and F129 in the degree of object fragmentation preparatory to remelting. Alternatively 
there may have been divergent thresholds determining what size of scrap was deemed worthwhile retaining 
in either metal stock. Either way the evidence bespeaks a different practice or attitude in scrapping and 
hoarding. The deliberate creation of smaller scrap overall such as seen in F129 compared with F128 would be 
advantageous if a smaller size of crucible was normally in use. Such a distinction might well be pertinent to 
metalworking groups specialising in different categories of bronze casting, eg items of weaponry, which are 
often large, compared with small tool production. Obviously the number of objects cast in one go would also 
affect crucible size. The association ofthe high-lead material with just F129 (excluding one marginal piece in 
F128) might suggest that similar ,material had been segregated from the F128 stock. This would usually be 
made possible due to the greyer colour of the high-lead bronze. Segregation would prevent the accidental 
enhancement of lead in the melt if this was in some cases undesirable. 

One possible interpretation of the two caches is that they were intended for the production of different 
metalwork types. The exclusion of high-lead items from F128 (average lead content 4.9%) would make it 
suitable as a stock for any of those objects normally having only moderate lead levels. In the stockpiling of 
cache F128 incoming continental material of the Carp's Tongue complex may well have been sought, as a 
known low-lead scrap source, thus explaining its more substantial presence than in F129. 

In the accumulation of F129 smiths were less fussy about the exclusion of lead from their recycled scrap. 
This need not mean that the cache was intended to give high-lead alloys, for the few pieces of high-lead scrap 
in the cache would have been considerably diluted by the lower-lead material if mixed randomly (average 
lead content for F129 is 7.8%). 

Identifying the tradition or traditions of metallurgy responsible for accumulating the caches is fraught with 
problems. Their contents might give some indication, but care needs to be exercised in interpretation since 
scrap might have been collected widely and indiscriminately. There is probably a higher chance of primary 
excesses from production, such as casting jets, failed or untrimmed castings and redundant metalworkers' 
equipment, such as hammers, moulds or anvils, going directly into the smiths' own stock. These classes of 
material may therefore provide the best clues to original cache ownership. 

In F128 such evidence is sparse comprising only an untrimmed class B axe. The moderate lead content of 
the cache would be consistent with its recycling into class B axes. However a number of other types of alloy 2 
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could equally have been involved. 
In F129 the casting jets are likely to attest directly the nature of production. One (46) is from casting a 

socketed axe of class A, B or D, the other (90) possibly from a socketed gouge. This, in conjunction with the 
miscast sickle (81) and the relative frequency of small tool fragments, could imply a concentration on tools 
and especially on non-axe types. The more fragmented scrap seen in this cache would be consistent with such 
a production emphasis because it would more readily be accommodated in small crucibles ( cf the large 
capacity crucible for weapon casting at Dainton (Needham 1980b, 88). 

Petters is one of two sites in the Egham area which have yielded a wealth of evidence regarding Late 
Bronze Age metalworking. At Runnymede Bridge by-products of metalworking occur amongst a large 
settlement assemblage of bronzes (Needham 1980a, 23-4; Needham & Longley 1980, 405). The later 
excavations on that site produced a number of clay mould fragments, which await full study. Already it is 
clear that production was varied, probably including razors, axes, spearheads and swords. 

At Petters, in contrast, no clay refractories have survived. This is most likely due to the complete 
destruction of occupation levels which at Runnymede are well protected beneath fluvial silt. However, the 
recovery of the hoard, other scattered metalwork and a fragment of durable stone mould, followed by 
comprehensive metal analysis, has shed considerable light on other facets of the industries responsible. The 
nature of metalworking and its place in the settlement sequence at Petters may now be summarised. 

It was not until the large ditch (F117) had received its primary fill and most of a secondary fill (middle and 
final silting- see 4.3) that metalworking first left its niark in the archaeological record. By this stage the 
ditch would still have been a visible surface feature, but its original function may already have become 
redundant. The ditch profile was probably stable, vegetated and subject only to slow silting. Consequently 
although the metalwork evidence has a narrow vertical distribution, its accumulation need not have been of 
particularly restricted duration. The nature of the eight metalwork finds concentrated in the ditch terminal 
provides, in seven cases, circumstantial evidence for local metalworking. Three pieces are unalloyed copper 
material and four are small fragments of socketed axes likely to have resulted from scrapping. This suggests 
that the environs of the ditch terminal were a focus of metalworking activity at this time resulting in losses of 
small material which survived undisturbed in the ditch fill. 

The two caches of the hoard were deposited side by side during this period of metalworking, or not far 
removed from it. It would not be unreasonable therefore, especially in view of the metallurgical components 
in the hoard, to connect it generally with the metalworkers practising in the environs. It should, however, be 
borne in mind that metalworking activity could have spread over a larger area than is apparent. We may note 
the copper lump in pit F409 and the stone mould fragment from earlier excavation of a pit a short distance 
away (Johnson 1975, 12). These various finds may appear to be isolated due to the sporadic survival of 
evidence in protected sub-surface features, but could in fact belong to a broad spread of activity. 

As far as the evidence of the ditch fill goes, the adjacent metalworking had essentially ceased before the 
accumulation of layer 1. This could of course be a local feature with metalworking continuing elsewhere on 
the site. The occupation represented by post-built structures close by probably started prior to the horizon of 
metalworking debris, although only a little domestic rubbish was retrieved from the underlying ditch silts. In 
contrast, however, the ultimate fill was rich in pottery although this may have been secondary rubbish 
redeposited over a short span of time. Pottery and C14 dates would place this phase around the transition 
from bronze- to iron-working, circa 7th-6th century BC, which might provide an explanation for the 
cessation of Late Bronze Age metalworking. This would, furthermore, be a convenient and attractive 
explanation for the non-retrieval of the hoard, for such stocks of bronze scrap would lose much of their 
utilitarian and strategic value once an iron-based economy had been established. 

4.8 BAKED CLAY OBJECTS (fig 40) by Martin O'Connell 

Five spindle whorls were identified (1-5), two of which had not been completed (4 and 5). All five examples 
were made by drilling holes into broken potsherds from both sides, a technique paralleled at Runnymede 
Bridge (Longley 1980, 31) and Staple Howe (Brewster 1963, fig 74, 8). The two unfinished objects are 
similar to the Runnymede example. The drill holes in one of these (5) did not exactly correspond and for this 
reason it may have been abandoned. 

Parts of three rectangular perforated baked clay slabs or plaques were identified (6-8). Clay slabs with a 
number of perforations have been found in Late Bronze Age contexts in South-East England and various 
interpretations have been put forward including cooking or ventilation (Champion 1980, 237-8). Similar 
examples have been discovered at Mucking (Jones & }ones 1975, fig 48) and at Runnymede Bridge (Longley 
1980, fig 17: and 58). 

Six fragments of perforated baked clay objects (9-14) could have come from loomweights or slabs but were 
too small for adequate identification or reconstruction. The catalogue is on Microfiche 20. 

4.9 THE POTTERY 

4.9.1 Introduction 

This section inevitably draws heavily on the recently published material from Runnymede Bridge (Longley 
1980, 33-74) which lies only 400m to the north-east of Petters Sports Field and close to the southern bank of 




